2020
It’s been a year, folks. I don’t have to tell you.
But despite all the unprecedented ways that 2020 made it’s ugly mark,
love and beauty were not altogether stifled. They’ve just been coated in
layers of 2020 mire. Let’s cut through the filth, and take a trip through
the lovely bits, a lá Ottinger…
2020 started innocently enough, with another Monster Grad Party, this time for Emily,
with the potluck spreading far beyond the bounds of the kitchen (and not a single sledder
damaged out on the luge track). Soon after, Em landed a job at Clearwater Historic Lodge and
Outfitters, up on the edge of the Boundary Waters, starting the beginning of May. In the snowstorms
of January and the heatwaves of spring alike, Emily was often found outside practicing her canoe-throwing prowess,
preparing. Somewhere in there, Krista was hired as a Census-taker, starting in April. (As we know, dates were
meaningless in ‘20, but we were blissfully ignorant back in those halcyon days.) Mid-January, we dropped Sarah off
for her amazing semester at Conserve School (go ahead and wince; it’s really all you can do).
Come quiet February, Will spent some time volunteering at the library, and Brianna’s cat, Simba,
made a brief appearance in the driveway. His move North being made against his will, he was
believed to be hitchhiking back towards his Illinois home. A cat wants what a cat wants. Emily hit
18, and began the long and tumultuous process of Adulting. Ack. You’re doing great, kiddo!
March. Ugh. Here we go… Scott turns the big 5-0! Sarah turns 16! Wisconsin shuts down.
Toilet paper becomes a luxury item. Sarah’s semester at Conserve is cut short, and she goes
from a nearly all-outdoor classroom to long days spent on the computer. Let the
destruction of all planning commence. We learn what quarantine means. Will’s high
school goes online. Emily learns to make hand sanitizer from vodka. And in the midst of it
all, Brianna calls to tell us that she’s pregnant. (Dad: You know what we’ll call him in 15
years? B: Umm…I’m terrified. Dad: A quaranteenager.)
By April, Scott was laid off (thank goodness for the CARES Act) so that he could devote all of
his time to the war on the resident moles; Larry the Lizard had passed away (RIP, buddy); Krista
has become the master of sewing facemasks; Rachel has postponed her Research Assistant
gig in Indonesia until the COVID-coast is clear; Emily has begun her annual beautification of
the perennial beds; and Krista has successfully taught an owl to fly. It was a big month.
Maybe you noticed that the Census didn’t start on schedule. Shocking.
May 1st, Emily’s Clearwater job is pushed off (like everything else). Sarah graduates from her Conserve
Semester, virtually (the tears were real), and starts work at Kyle’s on Colfax. We dump the canoes into the
Red Cedar and float a few times, fix the mighty mower so that it can serve as more than just a carnival ride
for Gerard, and on May 10th, Mothers’s Day, Court and Alex bring Baby Jerome Alexander into the world,
a home birth for the record books. Grandparents x2! Em makes it up to Clearwater, finally, and settles in for
a long season in the Boundary Waters.
June came, against all odds, and our COVID summer began in earnest. Rachel headed up to
Grand Marais for a sweet Tiny Home summer and lots of housekeeping for dough, and back
home, we kicked our North Carolina trip to the curb. :( AJ nabbed another job at Nestle for the
summer, Scott and Krista and the Mighty Mighty Yukon tackled an infestation of buckthorn
and threw the garden in (late, as usual), and Krista had a bout of intense arthritis of the
phalanges, culminating in having both rings cut off of her throbbing fingers. There will be no
more rings. Ever. Will, Sarah, and Krista spent as much time as they could soaking at Big Falls,
Em hiked all over creation on her days off up on the Gunflint, and Scott finally went back to
work, leaving the moles to decimate the homestead.

Come July, as Will is detassling corn in the searing heat of
summer, decisions loom large for the coming school year. In
the end, Will decides to move back to his mom’s for his Senior
year, and Sarah decides to return to homeschooling. Also,
why not graduate a year early so she can go to college as soon
as possible? Her marathon college search commences. Census
work finally begins, and Krista starts bringing in the cold,
hard cash. Scott’s retirement moves up by at least 3 days. Rachel is
working more hours than she signed on for up in paradise, and
getting grumpy. Emily takes her first solo day paddle, her first solo
overnight paddle, and just keeps on hiking. We camp at Coon Fork,
and Scott and Krista nearly die attempting to ‘float’ Coon Creek. There is more
deadfall than open water, and the easy hour float takes nearly five.
August brings the big Boundary Waters trip and Will and Sarah have their last
hurrah of paddling and portaging with us before Will hits the road and they both
set to finishing up high school. Scott and Krista realize that they’re sitting on
the cusp of an empty nest, but only panic a little. And Krista procures the worst
sun-burnt lip this side of Mercury, and gains an intimate understanding of why
comas are induced in burn victims.
September takes AJ back to Platteville, Will back to his high school in the south, and
Sarah into designing her final credits and diving in, all while Scott and Krista take
their first-ever kid-free trip. Whaaaat? Yes, indeed... Ten days in South Dakota’s
Custer State Park, camping and hiking through a full four seasons of weather, from
90+° days to a foot of snow. Wild ride. Upon return, they find Sarah has tossed all of
her top schools out the window and decided on the college of her dreams (College of the Atlantic in
Maine), has transitioned herself vegetarian (good thing she cooks for herself), and is making a hard case for getting her
own apartment (umm, no). Courtney and Alex find a cute little place in Maiden Rock and sell their home in Prescott,
we visit the Gunflint Kids, Rachel postpones Indonesia again, and we learn that Emily has officially hiked every trail on
the Gunflint, and is expanding out along the North Shore. By the end of the month, we have our first COVID exposure,
and our first two family-fun-filled trips to the local test-site for our invasive brain swabs.
In October, Ottinger Party of Three heads to Gooseberry (barely, thanks to that whole COVID scare), and we
are swiftly joined by Rachel, in the middle of her move from Grand Marais to Milwaukee (NOT Indonesia);
Emily, with 5 days off during the longest, craziest canoe season the Boundary Waters has ever seen; and
Courtney, Gerard, and Jerome, taking a much-needed break from packing. All parties have being supercautious, and we are thrilled to be able to be together for a little while. Another magical week on the North
Shore. Alex Makes the best use of his solo time and buys a not-quite-housetrained dog, because moving in
a week isn’t stressful enough. Sarah is accepted to the College of the Atlantic’s Fall Fly-In, which
unfortunately doesn’t involve any actual flying (thank you, 2020). There is yet another COVID scare, with
yet more brain probes, and still we are spared. Scott and Krista take a beloved elderly couple up to a cabin
near Emily for a ‘last hurrah’ at some old stomping grounds. (While their friends bask by the fire of Cabin
10, Scott and Krista explore the wintery Gunflint and total the van. Truly. Because you’re not really adulting until you have to rescue
your parents from vehicular woes. You’ve arrived, Emily.) Rachel lands a stress-free bakery and prep-chef job at Fiddleheads Coffee
down in Milwaukee, and settles into her tiny little Juneau Park studio. And COVID runs rampant.
In November we hunkered down and prepared ourselves for tiny holidays, and Sarah prepared her COA application. Emily was home
for the month, so our tiny little Thanksgiving was Ottinger Party of Four, plus Grandma, cozy and lovely.
And December 1st welcomed the up and coming quaranteenager, Baby Elliot James! As a bonus, Brianna and Kyle,
within days of the little guy’s arrival, decided their planned move to Arizona by New Years might be unnecessarily
ambitious, and they postponed until at least summer, thrilling Grandma and Grandpa (#3!). Emily got her wisdom
teeth out, just for fun, and Sarah got the news that she was accepted to the aforementioned college of
her dreams, starting Fall of 2021. Way to go, kiddo! Krista got the Corona brain scan one last time,
taking one for the team so we could meet Mr. Elliot, and we’re calling it a wrap. Tiny Christmas, here we
come. Here’s to a better 2021, and to finding all the joy, big and small, that we
can, even in the midst of trying times.
So much love to you all,
(If you want to read more about pretty much everything
here, plus the day Krista threw her phone in the toilet,
kjottinger.com might fit the bill.)

